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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the unique institutions in the legal system of the Catholic Church is
. called dispensation. It is unique and specifically canonical in character
because it is an institution unknown in civil law. One can hardly imagine a
naturaliz~d Filipino citizen, ordinarily· disqualified by law fro~ running for
public office, being dispensed from the legal requirements and allowed to
run in an election. Over the centuries, although it has not had an
insignificant influence on the development on various civil jurisdictions, the
·important Common Law area of equity owes much to it.
Dispensation is defined as the relaxation of a merely ecclesiastical law in
a particular law, \vi thin the limits of their competence, by those who have
executive power of governance, and by those who either explicitly or
implicitly have the power of dispensing whether by virtue of the law itself or
by lawful delegation. 1 Its effect is that, while the law itself preserves its
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CODE OF CANNON LAW, C.85 (1983). The basic law of the Catholic Church is
the Code of Canon Law, codified for the first time in 1917, and revised in !983The official version is in Latin although there are other officially approved
translations. There are rwo English translations, one by the Canon Law Society
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essential validity and binding force for others, the binding force .of that law is
suspended in a particular case with respect to· a .person or a number of
persons, or even for an entire com:munity, fora tiine.z For example, the.law
requiring a marriage where at least one of the parties is a Catholic must be
· celebrated according to canonical form may be dispensed if there are serious
circumstances. The dispensation would have the effect of allowing the
Catholic party to · coptract marriage without having to observe the
requirements of canonical form. The binding force of the. law would he
suspended irt this regard but the law itself maintains its. validity and ·:will
continue· to be binding on other persons who have.. not been sinlllarly
dispensed.
·
·
·
·
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Obviously; not every law· admits. dispensation. Fundamental ·to this
canonical institution is the theological dis::in'ction between merely
ecclesiastical positive law and divine or natural law. M~rely ecclesiastical
positive laws, though not all of them, may b~ dispensed. On the other hand,
a divine or natural law cannot be dispensed. This article Will be divided into
two parts: first, the distinction between divine and natural law on the one
hand, and a merely ecclesiastical law on the othe~;; and second, the matter of
dispensation proper.

II.

THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN DIVINE LAW ANJ:l ECCLESIASTICAL LAw

· A. Basis of the Distinction
The basic law that governs the Catholic Church is the Code of Canon Law.
The Code which governs the Latin rite was approved and promulgateq in
1983 while the code for the Oriental Catholic Church was approved
promulgated in October I990.l For our purposes, the focus will be the Cape

and

· of Great 'Britain and Ireland and ·the other by the Canon. Law Society ~f
America.
·
·
·
Vela, Dispensatio, iri NUOVO DJZIONARIO Dl Dlrtl'ITO CANbNICO 420-42!
(Corral, DePaolis & Gllirlanda eds., 1993).
3· The denominations . "Eastern" or "Oriental''. are 'the customary ways of
identifying a large munber of Christian Churches whose origins, remote or
immediate, are rooted in the eastem.regions of the Roman Empire, divided by
Diocletian at the end of the third century, as opposed to the Westemor Latin
regions of the saine empire which included present day Spain, France, North
Africa, and Britain. These Eastern Churches are associated with the ancient
jurisdictions of Antioch, Alexandria, Jerusalem, and Byza:1tium or
Constantinople. Members of these Eastern Churches are found all over the
world today. There are four groups of Eastern Churches: the ·Oriental
Orthodox, the Assyrian Church of the East, Eastern Orthodox Church, and the
Eastern Catholic Churches. The fourth are in full coinniunion. with the Church
of Rome; they are also· known as Uniates. See M. Fahey, Eastern Churches,. in
THE NEW DICTIONARY OF THEOLOGY 301-3o6 (Komonchak, Collins & L3ne
2 .. L.

